Precinct Information Modelling
Collaboration:
Energy, Transport, Waste and Water Demand
Forecasting and Scenario Planning
for Precinct Projects

Work to date
The ETWW research project currently addresses residential precincts in terms of the characteristics of household types.
These household types are derived from Mosaic demographic data. Figure 1 shows a section of the Excel input data for
the Lochiel Park precinct.

Figure 1 A portion of ETWW input data for Lochiel Park

Some preliminary analysis is undertaken within the ETWW Excel spreadsheet, then this data is used as input to four
software tools addressing energy, transport, water, and waste respectively. The results from those analyses are collated
as output demand data. Figure 21 (over page) shows these ETWW data flows.
As a first step in collaboration between the PIM and ETWW projects, the PIM team have reproduced the ETWW input
data in PIM format. Each of the Lochiel Park scenarios is a separate PIM model. These models are loaded on the PIM
model server. The data is accessible through the internet either with dedicated client software (such as
EDMModelServerManager or the PIM team’s PIMViewer) or via an application programming interface. The current
implementation (Figure 3, over page) shows how a shared repository for ETWW precinct data can be established and
accessed.
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Figure 2 ETWW operational flowchart

Figure 3 Two scenario models for Lochiel Park on the PIM model server
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Continuing work
The ETWW project now has scenario data for the Tonsley precinct in Adelaide. The PIM team have a PIM model of the
masterplan for Tonsley that is a geometric massing model with associated planning data (Figure 4). As well as a
residential component, the Tonsley PIM model contains educational amd commercial zones. A logical next step in the
collaboration between the two teams is to combine both sets of data into a shared model housed on the PIM model
server.
Since the data would now be held in an online repository as an alternative to the Excel spreadsheet format, the PIM
team will develop prototype software interfaces for one or more of the the ETWW domain modelling tools in order to
show the feasibility of working against a PIM-formatted online repository. This will demonstrate the way that an analysis
tool can collect a subset of the model data appropriate for its specific use, and write back results to the shared repository
to inform further analysis iterations by any of the tools. If the data model also has a geometric representation, as noted
for Tonsley, then this can additionally provide a means to display the various analysis results graphically relative to
locations across the site.

Figure 4 Tonsley master plan viewed using PIMViewer
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